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Abstract 

Participation in the European Parliament Election has steadily declined 

since the start in 1979. In 2004 less than half (47.8%) of the voting-age 

population of the European Union used their right to vote. This has 

actualized questions asking if the European Parliament is a good 

representation of the European citizens. 

The paradigm when it comes to explaining the electoral turnout in the 

European Parliament Election is the second-order theory. Though the 

theory explains the low voter participation, it does not explain why the 

European Parliament Election has become a second-order election. Thus, in 

this thesis will search for the underlying variable explaining why the 

European Parliament Election is a second-order election. 

Through our research we find that distances are important in the European 

Union, and they create centres and peripheries within the European Union. 

By looking at Rokkan and Urwin‟s horizontal and vertical types of 

peripheries, where the vertical type consists of Rokkan and Urwin‟s three 

domain of social life, our research concludes that centre-periphery 

structures within the European Union are the underlying variable, 

explaining why the European Parliament Election is a second-order 

election. 

 

Key-words: European Parliament Election, European Union, Second-order, 

Centre-periphery, Voter turnout 
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Abbreviations 

EMU European Monetary Union 

EP European Parliament 

EU European Union 

EU-10 The first 10 member states of the European Union: Belgium, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, and United Kingdom. 

EU-15 The first 15 member states of the European Union: EU-10, 

Austria, Finland, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden. 

EU-25 The first 25 member states of the European Union: EU-15, 

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia. 

EU-27 The current 27 member states of the European Union: EU-25, 

Bulgaria, and Romania. 

MEP Members of the European Parliament 

VAP Voting-age population 
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Introduction 

Participation in the European Parliament Election (EP-election) has steadily 

declined since the start in 1979. In 2004 less than half (47.8%)
1
 of the 

voting-age population of the European Union used their right to vote. This 

has actualized questions asking if the European Parliament is a good 

representation of the European citizens. 

We are interested in finding the reason(s) for the low participation in the 

EP-election. Many theories exist regarding electoral turnout, but when it 

comes to analyzing the electoral turnout in the European Parliament 

Election, the second-order theory is the most frequently used. We see 

second-order theory as an independent variable, many of the other theories 

as intermediate variables, and the turnout in the European Parliament 

election as the dependent variable (see Figure 1). In this thesis our aim is to 

find the underlying variable to the independent variable of second-order 

theory, explaining why the election has become a second-order election. 

Figure 1. Variables explaining voter turnout in the EP-election 

 

 

 

 

 

This figure represents the variables we see in the existing theories of voter participation. 

Starting from the right; the voter turnout is the dependent variable, the general theories 

about voter turnout are the intermediate variables, the second-order theory is the 

independent variable, and the underlying variable is the factor or theory which explains 

why an election becomes second-order or not in the case of the European Parliament 

Elections. 

We will start our thesis with some background information about the 

European Parliament, and defining the venue of our investigation; the 

European Union. This section of the thesis will be followed by the existing 

                                                
1 Percentage based on EU-25, presented in SOU 2007:84 (Martinsson, 2007, p. 30). 
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theories of voter participation, both general theories and specific theories 

when it comes to the European Parliament Election. From this base we will 

develop our own theory, where centre-periphery structures play an essential 

role in explaining the reason for classifying the EP-election as a second-

order election. After presenting out own theory, we will state our research 

question in more detail, and then develop the method for our research 

before we operationalize it and conduct our research. 
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Background 

In order to understand what this thesis is about, it is important to understand 

what the European Parliament is, and what the European Union is. 

Therefore we will start by giving background information about the 

European Parliament and some basic information about the European 

Union. 

The European Parliament 

The European Parliament represents almost 500 million citizens in the 

European Union (Office for Official Publications of the European 

Communities, 2008, p. 31). The 785 members of the European Parliament 

are elected with five year intervals and the elections are held within a four 

day period in the 27 member states. 

The Members of the European Parliament (MEP) was from the beginning 

elected by representatives from the member states‟ governments, but the 

European Parliament has since then become the only institution of the 

European Union with members that have been chosen directly by the 

citizens, and thus they are the voice of the citizens. Since the first direct 

election of the MEP in 1979, the Parliament‟s power has gradually 

increased from being a consulting body to a body that can affect areas like 

legislation
2
 and budget (Office for Official Publications of the European 

Communities, 2008, pp. 3-4). Today citizens can petition the Parliament 

with complaints or requests regarding the application of European law. If 

the Parliament believes that EU laws have been broken, they can put 

together a committee of inquiry who will investigate if laws in fact have 

been broken. The Members of Parliament also elect a European 

Ombudsman, to whom citizens can turn with complaints regarding 

maladministration in the European Union (Office for Official Publications 

of the European Communities, 2008, p. 4). 

As the European Parliament is the only institution with members elected 

directly by the citizens, the members should be representative of the ideas 

                                                
2 The European Parliament was given influence over the legislation process in 1993 (Office for Official 

Publications of the European Communities, 2008, p. 46). 
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and values of the citizens. But what happens when citizens abstain from 

voting? Is the European Parliament still a reflection of all the citizens in the 

European Union, or just a reflection of those who went to the polls? These 

are questions which, depending on the answer, affect the legitimacy of the 

European Parliament (Martinsson, 2007, p. 72). If some social groups are 

underrepresented, or others overrepresented, the MEPs might not be seen as 

a just representation of the citizens as they are supposed to bring forth the 

opinions of the citizens to the rest of the European Union‟s institutions. 

Table 1. Voter turnout in the EP-election 1979-2004 

Country 1979 1984 1989 1994 1999 2004 

Mean 

voter 

turnout 

Belgium** 91.4 92.2 90.9 90.7 91.0 90.8 91.1 

Denmark 47.8 52.2 47.4 52.9 50.4 47.9 49.8 
France 60.7 56.7 48.8 52.7 46.8 42.8 51.4 

Germany 65.7 56.8 62.3 60.0 45.2 43.0 55.5 

United Kingdom 32.2 31.8 36.6 36.4 24.0 38.9 33.3 

Greece 78.6 77.2 80.1 80.4 75.3 63.4 75.8 
Ireland 63.6 47.6 68.3 44.0 50.7 59.7 55.7 

Italy 84.9 83.4 81.4 74.8 70.8 73.1 78.1 

Luxembourg** 88.9 87.0 96.2 88.5 85.8 90.0 89.4 
The Netherlands 58.1 50.6 47.5 35.6 29.9 39.3 43.5 

Portugal  72.4* 51.2 35.5 40.4 38.6 41.4 

Spain  68.9* 54.7 59.1 64.4 45.1 55.8 
Austria    67.7* 49.0 42.4 45.7 

Finland    57.6* 30.1 39.4 34.8 

Sweden    41.6* 38.8 37.8 38.3 

Czech Republic      28.3 28.3 
Estonia      26.9 26.9 

Cyprus**      71.2 71.2 

Latvia      41.3 41.3 
Lithuania      48.4 48.4 

Hungary      38.5 38.5 

Malta      82.4 82.4 

Poland      20.9 20.9 
Slovakia      28.3 28.3 

Slovenia      17.0 17.0 

Mean all 67.2 63.6 63.8 59.2 52.8 47.8 59.1 

Mean EU-15 67.2 63.6 63.8 59.2 52.8 52.8 59.9 
Mean, non-

obligatory 

voting 61.5 59.8 57.8 53.7 47.4 42.9 53.8 
The following countries, marked with * in the table, held their first election at another time 

than the table indicates; Spain and Portugal (1987), Sweden (1995), Austria and Finland 

(1996). Countries with obligatory voting are marked with ** in the table. 

Source: Martinsson (2007, p. 30). 
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Since the first direct European Parliament Election in 1979 the voter 

turnout has declined in most member states (see Table 1). From an overall 

turnout in 1979 where 67.2% of the citizens entitled to vote went to the 

polls, the turnout has declined to 47.8% in the last election in 2004 

(Martinsson, 2007, p. 30). This decline of almost 20 percentiles means that 

less than half of the citizens have chosen a representative to the European 

Parliament. The low participation actualizes questions regarding the 

potential difference in social group affiliations between voters and non-

voter, thus affecting the representation of the citizens in the parliament. But 

most importantly; why is the participation so low? 

The European Union 

In order to identify the reason for why the participation is so low, we must 

first get an understating of the European Union, so we know the conditions 

under which the election take place. This means that we will focus on what 

kind of organization/association the European Union is, and not on its 

different functions and institutions. 

The European Union has its roots in the post-World War II era, and in 2004 

when the last European Parliament Election was held, it consisted of 25 

member states. Forsyth (1996, p. 25) sees the European Union, looking at it 

from the start over half a decade ago, as an integration process of 

institutions that should be viewed as a federal process. Although the 

European Union is not technically a federal state, it does have a history of 

being viewed as the beginning of a federal state (Forsyth, 1996, pp. 26-27). 

Forsyth (1996, p. 25) also points out that the integration process can best be 

understood by federalism, primarily through the federal-constitution. 

Federalism is at minimum a two-tire government (Riker, 1996, p. 9), where 

the political authority is divided between the national government and the 

intermediate government (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2009b); both 

governments are autonomous and have been given this autonomy by the 

constitution (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2009a). The intermediate 

government, which can be a province or state, has most of the judicial 

power and is to a great extent independent. In addition to the national and 
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intermediate governments, there is often a third level of government, the 

local government. The local government, for example a municipality, has 

no constitutional power, but it can be delegated power from the national or 

intermediate government. 

Saunders (1996, p. 56) recognizes economic advantage to be the primary 

motivation in federal systems. A connection between federalism and the 

European Union is not hard to spot, Saunders list the typical ways of 

achieving economic advantage; a custom union that protects a large internal 

market, with a regulatory framework which promotes economic advantage 

and international competitiveness. According to Saunders these economic 

advantage strategies are usually implemented through federal power, where 

the custom union adopts a common tariff policy and guarantees a free 

internal trade. This economic advantage will change over time (Saunders, 

1996, p. 57), the free movement of goods will be complemented by free 

movement of capital and services. In order for the internal market to work 

satisfactory, transport systems and other types of infrastructure needs to be 

efficient. 

The federal state, which we just described, is one of two ideal constitutional 

systems. The other ideal is the Unitarian system (Encyclopædia Britannica, 

2009a), which consists of two levels of government; the national and the 

local. The national government has the majority of the judicial power, but 

can delegate some of its powers to the local government. Bear in mind that 

local governments, such as municipalities, can have a great deal of 

autonomy, but the constitution does not assign this to the municipalities, it 

is the national government, and thus they also have the power to take it 

away (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2009a). Although the European Union 

seems to lean towards a federal state, it is neither one of these ideal types, 

but we want to point out that foundation of the union, the member states, 

can be categorized in to these ideal types. With this mix of constitutional 

types at the base of the union, it might not be so strange that the union itself 

cannot be assigned one of the ideal types; Scharpf (1996, p. 361) classifies 

the European Union as historically being halfway between confederacy and 

federation. 
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Although the European Union might have been at the halfway point, we 

have seen that there are many variables which points us to believe that the 

European Union could be on its way to becoming a federal-state. With the 

goal of creating a federal-state, the process of federalization is conducted in 

a given territory or political community (Leslie, 1996, p. 122). Leslie 

(1996, p. 123) states that federalization in the European context consists of 

more than mealy centralizing governmental functions to Brussels; it is also 

a process of democratization where the European Parliament is given more 

legislative power. 

The two ideal constitutional types, Unitarian and Federal, have helped us to 

understand the European integration process and where the European Union 

might be headed. But having just two ideal types sometimes makes it hard 

to categorize states. To help us understand classify states as Unitarian or 

Federal, we have to use categories which lie in-between the ideal types. 

Rokkan and Urwin (1983, p. 181) has defined four types of states. 

The unitary state is built around one centre. The centre has the economic 

dominance, they control the institutions, and through policies they 

standardize the administration. 

The union state is build through treaties and agreements by which the 

different parts of the territory has joined the union. Although they strive for 

administrative standardization, some areas have their own systems based on 

pre-union rights and infrastructure. 

Mechanical federalism gives all areas the constitutional right to have 

different administrative systems, but they are a part of a hierarchical system 

with one centre. 

Organic federalism is based on voluntary association, and the power of the 

centre is limited. As different territories join the association they get to keep 

much of their power and their separate institutions. 

The first two types, unitary and union, are helping us to identify Unitarian 

states. The Federal states are identified by mechanical federalism and 
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organic federalism. As we try to categorize the European Union in Rokkan 

and Urwin‟s model states, we can place it both as a union state and as an 

organic federal state. Both of these types allows for regional self-control at 

different levels; to be compared with the self-control of the European 

Union‟s member states. 

With this background of the European Parliament, and the definition of the 

European Union, we will turn to the existing theories which explain the low 

voter turnout in the EP-election. 

Theories 

Existing theories 

When looking at explanations for low voter turnout, we have discovered 

that there are a vast number of theories in this area. In order to give a 

comprehendible overview of the different theories, we will use 

Martinsson‟s classification of the theories. Martinsson (2007, p. 35) has 

identified three main categories which the existing research can be divided 

into. The categories are: (1) institutional explanations; (2) contextual 

explanations; and (3) individual explanations (Holmberg & Oscarsson, 

2004, p. 17). 

Institutional explanations look for example at differences in electoral 

systems (Martinsson, 2007, p. 36). An example of this is the day of voting 

in the European Parliament Election. Not all countries vote on the same 

day, some vote on weekdays and others on weekends. The voter turnout is 

affected negatively by a weekday election according to Sinnott (1999, p. 

58). Other institutional factors are compulsory voting and concurrent 

elections, where the European Parliament Election is held on the same day 

as the national election (Sinnott, 1999, p. 58). 

Contextual explanations look at social and political contexts in which the 

individual voter exists (Martinsson, 2007, p. 38). A social context is for 

example a social-network in which the individuals are encouraging each 

other to vote. A political context can be that the political parties have large 

election campaigns, promoting voter mobilization. 
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Individual explanations look at the difference between different groups in 

society and also at the difference between voters and non-voters 

(Martinsson, 2007, p. 36). Individual explanations are for example people 

who do not vote because they are not interested in the European Union, or 

do not feel informed enough about the European Union, but a more 

common explanation is that individuals are protesting by not voting 

(Hedberg, Oscarsson, & Bennulf, 2001, p. 42). Another explanation is the 

civil status of the individual; if an individual is married, or living together 

with someone, they are more likely to vote than if they were single 

(Hedberg, Oscarsson, & Bennulf, 2001, p. 32). This is because people who 

live together tend to encourage each other to cast their vote. 

As we have immersed ourselves in the vast variety of different theories 

regarding low voter turnout, we have noticed that one particular theory is 

frequently reoccurring among the scholars when it comes to explaining the 

European Parliament Election in particular; the theory that the European 

Parliament Election is a second-order election. 

Schmitt (2005, p. 651) identifies two types of elections, first- and second-

order elections. The first-order elections are important as they decide who 

will have the political power as well as which policies that will be pursued. 

National elections, such as presidential elections and national parliament 

elections, are examples of first-order elections (van der Eijk, Franklin, & 

Marsh, 1996, p. 150). The Second-order elections are perceived as less 

important because “there is less at stake” (Schmitt, 2005, p. 651) since there 

is not an election of an executive head of state (van der Eijk, Franklin, & 

Marsh, 1996, p. 150). There are three characteristics for second-order 

elections: (1) the electoral participation is lower than in first-order 

elections; (2) the government parties will do worse, as the citizens express 

their dissatisfaction with the party by voting for another; (3) big parties will 

do worse, whereas small parties will do better because the electorate will 

vote with „their heart‟ instead of voting with „their head‟ (Schmitt, 2005, 

pp. 151-152; Holmberg, 2001, p. 17; van der Eijk, Franklin, & Marsh, 

1996, p. 151). When looking at the European Parliament Election Schmitt 

(2005, p. 150) classify the election as a second-order election, and van der 
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Eijk (1999, p. 21) comments that parties themselves and the mass media put 

less effort into the European Parliament Election. The campaign intensity 

tends to be low and the focus is on national issues instead if European 

issues (de Vreese, Banducci, Semetko, & Boomgaarden, 2006, p. 480). 

The mass media has an important role in the election campaigns; they are 

the leading information source for the citizens regarding the ideas and 

stand-points of the political parties (Oscarsson, 2001, p. 142). The mass 

media also play a key role when it comes to mobilizing the electorate, 

informing about the issues and reminding voters when it is time to vote 

(Oscarsson, 2001, p. 142; van der Eijk, 1999, p. 21). Since the mass media 

puts less effort on the European Parliament Election, this suggests that the 

election is a second-order election (Kumlin, 2001, p. 78). 

As second-order is the most frequently used theory when it comes to 

explaining the voter turnout in the European Parliament Election, we see 

this theory as the paradigm. Though the theory identifies which indicators 

that could be used when determining if an election is a second-order 

election, it does not explain why the election has become a second-order 

election beyond the fact that it is deemed less important that the first-order 

election. We want to investigate how the European Parliament Election has 

become a second-order election. 

Our theory 

We believe that the second-order theory explains why the voter turnout in 

the European Parliament Election is low. What we want to do is to 

investigate why the EP-election is a second-order election. As a base for 

our investigation we have the definition of the European Union, which we 

stated earlier in the thesis, along with the existing theories which we just 

have mentioned. 

As we saw in the definition of the European Union, Saunders identified 

economic advantage to be a key motivational factor for the union, and the 

focus on the free movement of goods have been complemented by the free 

movement of capital and services. Thus in order for the internal market to 
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be effective, the union needs a well functioning infrastructure. As the 

member states have self-control over their infrastructure, there needs to be 

coordination between the member states in order to build a common 

infrastructure. We believe that such a coordination can be difficult since the 

European Union is a large territory and many states needs to be involved, 

and on the same page, when coordinating the infrastructure. Our belief is 

that some nations might be “on another page” during the coordination 

efforts due to the vast distances; thus they might be marginalized and 

excluded from the main infrastructure. This might lead to a division of the 

member states into central and peripheral states, where the central states 

have a functioning internal marked, and the peripheral states are excluded 

from the internal marked. 

Our beliefs are based on theories by Rokkan and Urwin. Rokkan and Urwin 

(1983, p. 16) sees distance as a significant factor of importance. They point 

out that great distance between the centre and the area might lead to a 

regional centre becoming an independent nuclei for information. Distance 

is also a factor for cultural communication, as the messages can be 

distorted. The distance is an important factor both in territories and between 

territories, as they indicate the possibility of an alternative centre (Rokkan 

& Urwin, 1983, p. 16). 

Seeing how distances affect, or might affect, the European Union, we 

believe that this is the underlying variable determining why the European 

Parliament Election is a second-order election. We will therefore start by 

looking at the distances between different territorial areas. The territories 

can be divided into two categories; the centre and the periphery. To get an 

understanding of the centre-periphery classification, we turn to Immanual 

Wallerstein who defined it in the World System Theory (Porter & 

Sheppard, 1998; Blomström & Hettne, 1981). Originally used in economic-

theory, the centre-periphery theory was used to explain the economic map 

of the world. The centre consists of states or regions which have had a 

technological advantage and become the core of capitalism (Ragin & 

Chirot, 1984, p. 276). According to Wallerstein (2005, p. 55) the core 

consist of highly advanced industry with monopoly. States outside the core 
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has to buy these products from the core, thus transferring money to the 

core. Although peripheries have production of their own, they are not in the 

forefront of the technological advancements and thus production of new 

products always starts in the core. Therefore the peripheral production will 

only be for the own local area, the core will not buy since they have their 

own production. 

The Centre-periphery theory has evolved from Wallerstein‟s definition of 

only relating to economics, to existing in three distinctive domains of social 

life: in politics, in economics, and in culture (Rokkan & Urwin, 1983, p. 2). 

Rokkan and Urwin (1983, pp. 2-3) also identifies two dimensions of 

peripherality, the horizontal dimension and the vertical dimension. The 

horizontal dimension is the geographical aspect of peripherality, where 

periphery is an outlying area within the territory that is under the control of 

the centre. The vertical dimension is a spatial archetype that is determined 

by people, not by distances and territory. The centre in this system is made 

up of the people who are the key decision-makers, and the periphery 

consists of people who have little influence on the central group and on 

decision-making. 

Research question 

Seeing centre-periphery structures as the reason for the European 

Parliament Election being a second-order election, we want to answer the 

following. 

Can centre-periphery structures explain why the European Parliament 

Election has been classified as a second-order election? 

In order for us to answer this question we must answer the following two 

questions first. 

Do centre-periphery structures exist within the European Union? 

Is the voter turnout in the European Parliament Election affected by 

centre-periphery structures? 
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Method 

We will base our investigation on Rokkan and Urwin‟s division of 

periphery into two dimensions; the horizontal and the vertical dimension. 

The horizontal dimension is the measure of distance, where we will 

measure the distance between the centre of the European Union and the 

political centre in each member state. The vertical dimension is a spatial 

archetype that is determined by people, thus we will use Rokkan and 

Urwin‟s three domains of social life on this dimension. The three types are 

politics, economics, and culture. We will use voter turnout as an indicator 

of centre-periphery structures in the different areas. In order for us to 

understand the centre-periphery classifications, these two dimensions of 

periphery must be combined (Rokkan & Urwin, 1983, p. 3). 

Existing theories in the area of institutional explanations might have an 

impact on our investigation. Therefore we will have to determine the effect 

of these theories before we analyze our results. The institutional 

explanations which we will look at are compulsory voting and the member 

states‟ type of constitution. 

The impact of compulsory voting manifests itself as increased voter turnout 

(Schmitt, 2005, p. 656). In nations where voting is compulsory, there are 

often sanctions imposed upon the individuals who neglect to vote. The 

International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance has divided 

these sanctions into five categories (Gratschew, 2001). 

1. Explanation. If the non-voter has a legitimate reason for not voting, 

no sanctions will be imposed. 

2. Fine. The non-voter will be fined. The amount of the fine in Austria 

varies between 300 and 3,000 ATS, in Cyprus the amount is 200 

Cyprus Pounds. 

3. Possible imprisonment. The non-voter risks imprisonment. In 

some countries the non-voter can be sent to prison if the fail to pay 

the fine. 
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4. Infringements of civil rights or disenfranchisement. In Belgium a 

non-voter who has not voted in the last four elections during a 15 

year period faces the possibility of being disenfranchised. 

5. Other. In Belgium the non-voter might have difficulties getting a 

job in the public sector. In Greece the non-voter could have 

difficulties getting a new passport or driver‟s license. 

In the European Union seven nations have compulsory voting, and one has 

had compulsory voting earlier. The different sanctions, and the level of 

enforcement, in these countries are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. List of member states with compulsory voting 

Country Level of 

Sanction 

Level of 

Enforcement 

Year 

Introduced 

Comments 

Austria 

(Tyrol) 

1,2 Weak 

Enforcement 

N/A The region of 

Tyrol 

Austria 

(Vorarlberg) 

2,3 Weak 

Enforcement 

N/A The region of 

Vararlberg 

Belgium 1,2,4,5 Strict 

Enforcement 

1919 (Men) 1949 (Women) 

Cyprus 1,2 Strict 

Enforcement 

1960 - 

France 

(Senate only) 

2 N/A 

 

1950‟s or 

60‟s 

- 

Greece 1,5 Weak 

Enforcement 

N/A - 

Italy 5 Weak/Not 

Enforced 

N/A - 

Luxembourg 1,2 Strict 

Enforcement 

N/A Voluntary for 

those over 70 

Netherlands - Not Enforced Practiced 

1917 to 1967 

- 

Source: Gratschew (2001). The table has been remodeled. 

The other institutional explanation which might have an effect on voter 

turnout is the member states‟ type of constitution. As we saw earlier, the 

European Union has elements which are similar to those in federal states, 

such as the levels of government. We see the European Parliament Election 

as an equivalent to the national election in federal states, and the national 

elections as an equal to intermediate government election. This view has 

lead us to believe that the constitutional type in a member state could affect 
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the voter turnout. Due to the similarity between the European Union and 

federal states, we believe that voter turnout will be higher in Federal states, 

where the citizens are familiar with the concept of more than one 

government. 

Operationalization 

We will use the voter turnout data from the latest European Parliament 

Election in 2004 when conducting our investigation. In order to for us to be 

able to make plausible generalizations, we have chosen to look at all 25 

member states, thus giving us the strongest data material possible for our 

investigation. 

Institutional factors 

Because we believe the European Parliament Election to be a second-order 

election, the level of participation in first-order elections varies between the 

member states. Thus using voter turnout in the EP-elections by its lonesome 

might not be a good measurement when used in a comparison between the 

member states. Therefore we will create a variable better suited for 

comparison; dividing the voter turnout in the EP-election with the voter 

turnout in the national election. The quota shows voter participation in the 

second-order EP-election in relation to the first-order national election. As 

we, due to second-order theory, assume that voter participation is lower in 

the EP-election, we see the participation in the national election as the 

standard-level of voter participation. Thus the voter turnout in the national 

election becomes a benchmark, since the election also has the highest voter 

participation in the nation according to first-order theory. As the national 

election serves as the benchmark, our variable assigns the national 

election‟s voter turnout a value of 100%; the voter turnout in the EP-

election will thus be described as how many percent of the voters in the 

national election took part in the EP-election. As this variable takes 

consideration to the dominant domestic first-order voter participation, this 

gives us a more suitable value of voter turnout that can be used for 

comparison between nations. From here on we will refer to this variable as 
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the EP/National-variable. The value of voter turnout according to the 

EP/National-variable can be seen in Table 3. 

As our variable uses two elections to assign the value of voter participation, 

it is important to minimize the differences in electoral turnout in the 

different elections due to institutional and contextual differences. We will 

do this by looking at the national election held closest in time to the EP-

election of 2004. If the EP-election was held right in-between two national 

elections, we will look at the national election held after the EP-election 

(see national voter turnout and year of national election in Table 3). When 

looking at voter turnout, both in the national and the EP-election, we will 

use the statistics published by Eurostat. 

Table 3. Voter turnout by member state 

Country 

EP-

election 

National 

election EP/National 

Year of national 

election 

Austria 42,4 74,2 57,1 2006 

Belgium 90,8 94,0 96,6 2003 

Cyprus 71,2 89,0 80,0 2006 

Czech Republic 28,3 64,5 43,9 2006 

Denmark 47,9 84,5 56,7 2005 

Estonia 26,9 57,9 46,5 2003 

Finland 41,1 66,7 61,6 2003 

France 42,8 60,3 71,0 2002 

Germany 43,0 77,7 55,3 2005 

Greece 63,4 76,6 82,8 2004 

Hungary 38,5 64,4 59,8 2006 

Ireland 59,7 62,6 95,4 2002 

Italy 73,1 83,6 87,4 2006 

Latvia 41,3 61,0 67,7 2006 

Lithuania 48,4 46,1 105,0 2004* 

Luxembourg 90,0 91,7 98,2 2004* 

Malta 82,4 95,7 86,1 2003 

The Netherlands 39,3 80,4 48,9 2006 

Poland 20,9 40,6 51,5 2005 

Portugal 38,8 64,3 60,3 2005 

Slovakia 17,0 54,7 31,1 2006 

Slovenia 28,3 60,6 46,7 2004 

Spain 45,1 75,7 59,6 2004 

Sweden 37,8 82,0 46,1 2006 

United Kingdom 38,9 61,4 63,4 2005 

Mean 47,9 70,8 66,3  

Countries marked with * held national elections on the same day as the European 

Parliament Election. Voter turnout is based on statistics published by Eurostat. Date of 
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European Parliament Election provided by The European Parliament (2004). Date of 

national election provided by IFES (2009) and Embassy of Sweden Luxembourg (2009). 

Though we try to minimize the institutional differences between the 

elections that are held in the same country, we need to take consideration to 

the differences between the member states. As we mentioned earlier we 

will take consideration to two intuitional factors; compulsory voting and 

constitutional type. 

The voter turnout in nations with obligatory voting might be higher than in 

other nations, and thus we need to take consideration to this. When 

analyzing variables that might be heavily influenced by obligatory voting, 

we will analyze our results on countries with obligatory voting and on 

countries with non-obligatory voting separately. We do this in order to get a 

relevant result which can be used in comparisons between the member 

states. Although Schmitt states that compulsory voting has an effect of 

increased voter turnout, Gratschew has pointed out that nations have 

different sanctions and also enforces them differently (see Table 2 on page 

19). We will therefore investigate if obligatory voting has an effect on the 

result when looking at the member states of the European Union. By 

looking at the possible difference between mean voter turnout in nations 

with obligatory voting and those with non-obligatory voting, we will 

determine if obligatory voting has an effect, and if so; is the effect an 

increased level of voter turnout as Schmitt says? If we find that voter 

turnout does not affect voter turnout, we will not have to distinguish 

between the two types of institutional settings in our research. 

The other institutional factor, the type of constitution, is something we 

believe might have an impact. Due to the similarity between the European 

Union and Federal states, we believe that voter turnout will be higher in 

Federal states, where the citizens are familiar with the concept of more than 

one government. We will investigate this possible difference between 

Federal and Unitarian states by comparing the mean voter turnout for the 

different types of constitutional states. When dividing the member states 
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into Federal or Unitarian, we will use the classification made by The Forum 

of Federations
3
 (see Table 4). 

Table 4. List of member states based on constitutional system 

Federal states Unitarian states   

Austria Cyprus Hungary The Netherlands 

Belgium Czech Republic Ireland Poland 

Germany Denmark Italy Portugal 

Spain Estonia Latvia Slovakia 

 Finland Lithuania Slovenia 

 France Luxembourg Sweden 

 Greece Malta United Kingdom 

Source: The Forum of Federation‟s list Federalism by Country, found at: 

http://www.forumfed.org/en/federalism/by_country/index.php 

Since the two above mentioned institutional differences, obligatory voting 

and constitutional type, might lead to increased voter turnout, we have to 

consider that voter turnout in these countries might lead to a misconception 

when determining the central or peripheral status of the nations. 

With these institutional differences in mind, we will base our investigation 

on Rokkan and Urwin‟s division of periphery into two dimensions. 

Horizontal periphery 

The horizontal periphery measures geographical distance. We will measure 

the geographical distance between the national political centres and the 

European political centre. The political centre, defined by Rokkan and 

Urwin (1983, p. 6) as the place where the key decision-makers most 

frequently meet to take part in negotiations and make decisions, is the 

capital in all member states except in the Netherlands, where it is The 

Hague (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2009c). See Table 5 for a complete list of 

national political centres. Based on the same definition as the national 

political centres, the European political centre is Brussels. We will measure 

the distance between the national political centres and the European 

Union‟s political centre by using Global Positioning System-coordinates. 

The distance will be measured by using the service Calculate distance 

                                                
3 We will use the list Federalism by Country found at 

http://www.forumfed.org/en/federalism/by_country/index.php 
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between two locations provided by Time and Date AS
4
, who also has set 

the coordinates for the city centres.  

Table 5. List of political centres 

Country Political centre 

Austria Vienna 

Belgium Brussels 

Cyprus Nicosia 

Czech Republic Prague 

Denmark Copenhagen 

Estonia Tallinn 

Finland Helsinki 

France Paris 

Germany Berlin 

Greece Athens 

Hungary Budapest 

Ireland Dublin 

Italy Rome 

Latvia Riga 

Lithuania Vilnius 

Luxembourg Luxembourg 

Malta Valletta 

The Netherlands The Hague 

Poland Warsaw 

Portugal Lisbon 

Slovakia Bratislava 

Slovenia Ljubljana 

Spain Madrid 

Sweden Stockholm 

United Kingdom London 

European Union Brussels, Belgium 
The table is based on information from the 

European Union and Encyclopædia Britannica 

Online. 

Before we start to combine the horizontal periphery with the variables of 

vertical periphery, we will look at geographical distance and voter turnout 

in the European Parliament Election. We want to verify that Rokkan and 

Urwin (1983, p. 3) are correct, and that distance by itself does not affect 

voter turnout. If they are incorrect, and voter turnout is affected by the 

geographical distance from the centre, this will be an additional 

measurement of centre-periphery. Although, if there is a connection with 

voter turnout and distance itself, this might affect other variables that we 

                                                
4 Time and Date AS‟s function Calculate distance between two locations, is found at:  

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/distance.html 
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are looking at since we have assumed that distance only matters when 

combining it with a vertical peripheral variable. If geographical distance 

turns out to have an effect on voter turnout, we have to reconsider the usage 

of some of the vertical peripheral variables that we have chosen. 

Vertical dimension 

We will use Rokkan and Urwin‟s domains of social life in the vertical 

dimension since it is a spatial archetype that is determined by people. 

Memberships, or associations, are the foundations of social life. As all the 

variables in the vertical periphery are based on social life, we will look at 

associations which the member states belongs to, since they might affect 

the social structure of a country both when it comes to institutional factors 

and contextual factors. The connectedness of being a member in a society 

promotes electoral turnout (van der Eijk, 1999, p. 16). On the other hand, if 

an individual is alienated, or estranged, from the society or the political 

community this will lead to less participation in the elections. This is 

according to us an indication of a peripheral society. Although membership 

might affect the electoral turnout, a large societal change will not take place 

over night when a nation joins an association. 

We will start by investigating if membership in the European Union has 

had an effect on the electoral turnout. By looking at the number of years 

that the nation has been a member of the European Union, we will 

investigate if a member state becomes more integrated in the social 

structure by the membership over time. Our hypothesis is that voter turnout 

will increase the longer a nation has been a member of the European Union. 

By calculating the number of years that the country has been a member of 

the European Union at the time of the election, see Table 6, we will be able 

to compare the length of the membership with the voter turnout. If we are 

unable to see an overall connection between the length of the membership 

and the voter turnout, this might indicate that some countries are peripheral 

and thus are alienated from the common society formed by the 

membership. 
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Table 6. Year of joining the European Union 

Year of joining (number of years as a member) 

1957 (47) 1973 (31) 1981 (23) 1986 (18) 1995 (9) 2004 (0) 

Belgium Denmark Greece Portugal Austria Cyprus 

France Ireland  Spain Finland Czech 

Republic 

Germany United 

Kingdom 

  Sweden Estonia 

Italy     Hungary 

Luxembourg     Latvia 

The 

Netherlands 

    Lithuania 

     Malta 

     Poland 

     Slovakia 

     Slovenia 

Source: European Union (2009). 

Another membership, which has direct effect on the society upon joining 

the association, is the European Monetary Union (EMU), where the nation 

upon joining changes the currency in the nation and thus the notes and 

coins in the hand of every citizen. In addition to the social connectedness 

effects of being a member such as a sign of European identity (European 

Commission, 2007), the EMU is also a way to strengthen the economic 

advantage. Since the economic advantage is important to the European 

Union, the decision to join the European Monetary Union must be seen as 

an indicator that the nations also prioritize economic growth and thus share 

the core values with the European Union society. Our hypothesis is that 

voter turnout is higher in nations that are members of the European 

Monetary Union. This is because of the direct affect on the national social 

structure, and because they share core societal values. Just as with 

membership in the European Union, we believe that the length of the 

membership will increase the voter turnout. But when it comes to the EMU, 

all member nations introduced the Euro in 2002, thus all had been members 

for the same amount of time, making this angle irrelevant in the 2004 

European Parliament Election. The EMU countries are: Austria, Belgium, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The 

Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain (European Central Bank, 2009). 
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Due to the magnitude that the impact of the EMU has on a society, we will 

use the membership in the EMU as an indicator if centre-periphery 

structures in more than one area of social life. 

Economic life 

There are many different ways in which economic life can be measured; for 

example by the economic transfers made between nations. We have chosen 

to limit our variables to the membership in the European Monetary Union. 

The membership leads to the use of common currency, and a closer societal 

link between the different member states in the area of economic life. If we 

were to look at the economic transfers made between member states in 

general, we might get irrelevant results since this would be a measure of 

nations with high export of goods and services, and not the social economic 

life per say. 

We believe that voter turnout will be higher in nations that are members of 

the European Monetary Union. If there in fact is a difference between 

members and non-members, the area of social economic life might have 

centre-periphery structures, where the centre will be constituted of the 

members of the European Monetary Union, and the periphery by the non-

members. 

Political life 

We see two components of political life; the politics and the politicians. We 

will investigate the politics by looking at the European Monetary Union, to 

see if the nations share political aspirations and values with other member 

states when it comes to the economy. We believe that nations that are 

members of the EMU will have a higher voter turnout. This is because we 

believe that members are more likely to get more deeply involved in 

politics in the European level since they share a common economic politic. 

When it comes to the politicians themselves, van der Eijk has noticed that 

political parties put less effort into the European Parliament Elections. We 

want to find out if this is because the politicians are estranged from the 

political social life at the European level. By looking at the possibilities for 
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politicians to take public transports from the national political centre to the 

European political centre, we want to find out how easy it is for politicians 

to travel to Brussels and meet other politicians, thus actively taking part in 

the political social life. Our hypothesis is that nations who have better 

public transportation, defined as a higher number of transits to Brussels per 

week, will have higher voter turnout. This is because the politicians have 

better possibilities when it comes to take part in the political social life in 

Brussels. Because the European Union is a vast territory, we have chosen to 

limit the pubic transportations to airplanes and trains, since they have the 

shortest travel time. We will count the number of transits to Brussels per 

week from the national political centre using time tables for airplanes and 

trains. The same data will be used when measuring cultural interaction in 

the area of cultural social life, and thus we have chosen to give a more 

detailed account of the data and our operationalization when we talk about 

cultural interaction. 

In the area of political social life, we believe that centre-periphery 

structures may exist; if the voter turnout is higher in EMU nations than in 

non-EMU nations, or if the voter turnout is higher in nations with better 

public transports to Brussels than in those with worse public transports. The 

EMU nations and the nations with better public transportation will make up 

the centre, and the non-EMU nations and the nations with worse public 

transportation will constitute the periphery. 

Cultural life 

In the cultural life we will focus on three factors; membership in the 

European Monetary Union, the nations‟ type of constitution, and the 

possibilities to travel to Brussels using public transportation. The 

membership in the European Monetary Union has a direct impact on the 

everyday-life of the citizens since the notes and coins in every citizen‟s 

hand will be replaced. This will also strengthen the social connectedness 

between the EMU nations since the Euro is a sign of European identity. We 

believe that voter turnout will be higher in the EMU nations because of the 

strengthened social connectedness to the European identity. 
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The European Union is similar to the federal type of constitution, such as 

they have a multi-level government. We believe that this familiarity for the 

citizens in Federal states will increase their cultural connection to the 

European Union. 

Culture is a central part of identity, thus when creating a European identity 

a European culture must also emerge. As the European Union consists of 

several nations, the European culture must be influenced by the cultures in 

the different member states. In order for the European culture to evolve, the 

citizens must interact with each other over the national borders, exchanging 

cultural influences. In the cultural social life the free movement of people 

(European Communities, 2004, p. 6) constitutes the vocal point. Since 

centre-periphery is not only used when talking about territories, but also 

when talking of population groups (Rokkan & Urwin, 1983, p. 1), the 

ability for the citizens to travel becomes an interesting variable. Citizens in 

the periphery are given a range of possible actions in the area of living and 

working. The range of possibilities is determined by the level of interaction 

between the periphery and the centre (Rokkan & Urwin, 1983, p. 3). We 

will therefore investigate the possibilities for the citizens of the member 

states to travel to the centre of the European Union, Brussels. Our 

hypothesis is that voter turnout will be higher in nations where citizens 

have a greater opportunity to travel to Brussels. 

Due to the vast distances in the territory of the European Union, we will 

focus on the types of transportation which are the fastest; airplanes and 

trains. When measuring the opportunities for the citizens to travel to 

Brussels, we will count the number of transits to Brussels from the nation‟s 

political centre. This will be done by using timetables for airplanes
5
 and 

trains
6
 respectively, and counting the number of transits per week. These 

timetables primarily show direct connections between the cities, and not all 

nations have connections listed in the timetables. When looking at 

                                                
5 When measuring number of transits and travel time by airplane, we will be using the Timetable of the Brussels 

Airport for the summer of 2009. The timetable can be found at: 

http://www.brusselsairport.be/en/content/brochures/timetablesum2009 
6 When measuring number of transits and travel time by train, we will be using the Eurorail Timetable of 2009. 

The timetable can be found at: http://www.eurail.com/downloads/eurail/eurail_timetable_2009_full.pdf 
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airplanes, we do not have data for Luxembourg nor Slovakia, and since 

Brussels is the centre, Belgium is excluded from the data. The data consists 

of transits made by airplanes arriving at Brussels Airport, from the 

airport(s) in the national political centre. There are two exceptions; Cyprus 

where we have chosen Larmaca since there are no connections to Nicosia, 

and the Netherlands where we have chosen Amsterdam since there are no 

connections to The Hague. Since not all countries are represented, we will 

be unable to draw a reliable conclusion as to the effect made on voter 

turnout by the opportunity of travelling to the political centre. Although, we 

have data for the majority of nations and we therefore hope to spot 

tendencies. 

When it comes to the trains, we only have data for France, Germany, 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and United Kingdom. All of the countries lie 

fairly close to the centre, and will therefore act as a complement to the 

airplane data. In the case of Luxembourg, the train data will be the only 

data regarding opportunities to travel. 

In addition to measuring the number of transits, we will also measure the 

mean travel time by the two means of transport. Thrift, cited by Gren 

(1994, p. 58), points out that “time and space are central to the constitution 

of all social interaction and therefore, to the constitution of social theory”, 

and goes on by stating that “social theory must be about time-space 

constitution of social structure”. This variable will give us a measure of the 

possibilities for social interaction in the sense of how casual the citizens can 

travel to the centre. For example, if it is possible to take a one-day trip. A 

short travel time should promote exchange of social culture. Our hypothesis 

is that voter turnout will be higher in nations with shorter travel time. 

The two variables, number of transits and travel time, will give us an 

indication of possible peripheral structures in Europe when it comes to 

infrastructure for public transport and thus in the cultural social life. 

Nations with good public transportation will make up the centre, and the 

nations with worse public transportations will be peripheral nations. This 
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division will thus limit the growth of the cultural society, as influences from 

other cultures that make up the European culture will be reduced. 

The other indicators of centre-periphery structures in the cultural social life 

are membership in the European Monetary Union and the nations‟ type of 

constitution. We believe that nations who are members in the EMU or have 

a federal constitution will make up the centre, and the periphery will 

consists of non-EMU members and Unitarian states. 

By investigating the variables we have mentioned above, we will be able to 

see tendencies of centre-periphery structures in the European Union based 

on the three categories of periphery; economic periphery, political 

periphery, and cultural periphery. Our objective is to see if tendencies exist 

in Europe in these different types of peripheries, and thus see if the centre-

periphery theory can be an underlying variable to the second-order theory. 
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Results 

Institutional factors 

The institutional differences will be fundamental when analysing the results 

of other variables, thus we start by presenting the results of our institutional 

investigation. 

Member states with obligatory voting are, in accordance with Schmitt‟s 

theory, more likely to vote. The mean voter turnout in countries with 

obligatory voting is 67.8% in the EP-election, and 40.2% for countries with 

non-obligatory voting. When looking the EP/National-variable, obligatory 

voting has an 81.7% turnout, and non-obligatory voting has a turnout of 

60.3%. Diagram 1 shows the difference in electoral turnout due to 

obligatory voting. 

Diagram 1. Voter turnout based on obligatory voting 

 

Diagram 1 shows mean voter turnout in percent on the y-axis, and the x-axis divides the 

bars into two clusters where the left cluster represents nations with obligatory voting, and 
the right cluster represents nations with non-obligatory voting. In both clusters the left bar 

(blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, the middle bar (green) represents voter 

turnout in the national election, and the right bar (beige) represents voter turnout according 

to the EP/National-variable. 
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As the difference is significant in both the EP/National-variable and in EP-

election voter turnout, we have to consider the effect of the obligatory 

voting in when analysing other results. 

The other institutional factor, which looks at the difference in participation 

between different states based on type of constitution, shows a higher 

participation in the Federal states. They have a turnout of 55.3% in the EP-

election compared to 46.5% in Unitarian states, indicating that our 

hypothesis of higher participation in Federal state was correct. When 

looking at the participation compared to national elections, using our 

EP/National-variable, the difference has declined. Though still having the 

highest participation with 67.2%, the difference between Federal and 

Unitarian states is only one percentile as Unitarian participation is 66.2%. 

This is because the voter turnout is also higher in the national election in 

Federal states than in Unitarian states, as illustrated in Diagram 2. 

As two of the four Federal states have obligatory voting, the impact of 

obligatory voting might have a larger effect on the voter participation than 

the constitutional system itself.  Due to the uncertain relevance of this 

variable, we will not take special consideration to the constitutional system 

when analyzing other results. 
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Diagram 2. Voter turnout based on constitutional system 

 

Diagram 2 shows mean voter turnout in percent on the y-axis, and the x-axis divides the 

bars into two clusters where the left cluster represents nations with Federal constitution, 

and the right cluster represents nations with Unitarian constitution. In both clusters the left 

bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, the middle bar (green) represents 

voter turnout in the national election, and the right bar (beige) represents voter turnout 

according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Horizontal periphery - distance 

The value of the horizontal periphery, defined by the geographical distance 

between the national political centres and the political centre of Europe, is 

listed in Table 7 according to member state. 

Table 7. Geographical distance to Brussels 

Country Political centre 

Distance to 

Brussels (km) 

Austria Vienna 917 

Belgium Brussels 0 

Cyprus Nicosia 2907 

Czech Republic Prague 719 

Denmark Copenhagen 770 

Estonia Tallinn 1602 

Finland Helsinki 1649 

France Paris 266 

Germany Berlin 648 

Greece Athens 2088 

Hungary Budapest 1149 

Ireland Dublin 780 

Italy Rome 1182 

Latvia Riga 1454 

Lithuania Vilnius 1471 

Luxembourg Luxembourg 187 

Malta Valletta 1852 

The Netherlands The Hague 171 

Poland Warsaw 1163 

Portugal Lisbon 1713 

Slovakia Bratislava 971 

Slovenia Ljubljana 921 

Spain Madrid 1315 

Sweden Stockholm 1284 

United Kingdom London 321 

European Union Brussels, Belgium 0 

Table 7 lists the geographical distance to Brussels from the different national political centres. 

Source: Time and Date AS (2009) 

These distances will be used when investigating other variables. In addition 

to the table, the geographical distance is also illustrated in Diagram 3, 

where the political centres are sorted by the distance to Brussels. 
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Diagram 3. Geographical distance to Brussels 

 

Diagram 3 lists the national political centres on the y-axis in descending order based on 

geographical distance to Brussels. The x-axis is a scale of the geographical distance 

measured in kilometers. The bars represent the geographical distance to Brussels from the 

individual political centres. 

Rokkan and Urwin‟s view of horizontal periphery as irrelevant, if it is not 

used in a comparison with the vertical periphery, seems to be accurate. 

When comparing geographical distance with voter turnout, we cannot see a 

connection. As Graph 1 illustrates, there are large fluctuations in voter 

turnout over geographical distance. Even when considering the possible 

impact of obligatory voting, see Graph 2 and Graph 3, there seems to be no 

connection between voter turnout and geographical distance. Thus, 

geographical distance by its lonesome will not affect our other variables. 
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Graph 1. Voter turnout based on geographical distance 

 

Graph 1 shows mean voter turnout based on geographical distance. The y-axis shows mean 
voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis is a scale of the geographical distance to Brussels 

in kilometres. The solid line (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, and the 

dotted line (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Graph 2. Voter turnout based on geographical distance, countries with 

obligatory voting 

 

Graph 2 shows mean voter turnout based on geographical distance among nations with 

obligatory voting. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis is a scale 

of the geographical distance to Brussels in kilometers. The solid line (blue) represents 

voter turnout in the EP-election, and the dotted line (green) represents voter turnout 

according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Graph 3. Voter turnout based on geographical distance, countries with non-obligatory 

voting 

 

Graph 3 shows mean voter turnout based on geographical distance among nations with 

non-obligatory voting. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis is a 

scale of the geographical distance to Brussels in kilometers. The solid line (blue) 
represents voter turnout in the EP-election, and the dotted line (green) represents voter 

turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Social life 

Turning our attention to societal structures based on associations, we can 

see a tendency for correlation between the length of membership in the 

European Union and voter turnout. It seems like our hypothesis, that voter 

turnout increases with the number of years as a member of the association, 

is correct. The “bump” in the line in Graph 4 represents Greece, which was 

the only nation that joined the European Union in 1981. Greece also has 

obligatory voting, and they had a voter turnout of 63.4% in the European 

Parliament Election. 

Graph 4. Voter turnout based on years as a member of the European Union 

 

Graph 4 shows mean voter turnout in the EP-election based on years as a member of the 

European Union. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis is a scale 

of the number of years that the nations has been a member of the European Union. The line 

represents the mean voter turnout based on number of years as a member in the European 
Union. 

Our finding of increased voter participation, based on number of years as a 

member of the European Union, is contradictory to the mean voter turnout 

in the European Parliament Election over time; see Table 1 on page 9. Even 

if we disregard the member states that joined the European Union in 2004, 
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we still see a tendency for the voter turnout to increase with time. The high 

voter turnout in the oldest member states might have institutional 

explanations; of the six countries that joined in 1957, two thirds has 

obligatory voting, and one sixth held national elections on the same day as 

the European Parliament Election. Thus half of the nations had alternate 

factors that could explain the higher voter turnout. 

This impact of membership length on voter turnout does not occur when 

looking at the EP/National-variable. As seen in Graph 5, the voter turnout 

fluctuates and there is no correlation over time. 

Graph 5. Voter turnout based on years as a member of the European Union, 

according to EP/National 

 

Graph 5 shows mean voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable based on years as 

a member of the European Union. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the 

x-axis is a scale of the number of years that the nations has been a member of the European 

Union. The line represents the mean voter turnout based on number of years as a member 
in the European Union. 

Thus, when using a variable more suited for comparison between nations, 

we can see that the correlation between years as a member and voter 

turnout is non-existing. 
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The other association which we have investigated is membership in the 

European Monetary Union. Diagram 4 clearly shows the difference 

between members and non-members of EMU. The members had a turnout 

of 55.8% in the EP-election, whereas the non-members had 34.6%. Using 

the EP/National-variable, the turnout was 72.9% and 57.2% respectively. 

This confirms van der Eijk‟s theory of social connectedness leading to 

increased voter turnout, and our hypothesis has been confirmed; members 

of EMU participate to a higher degree than non-members. 

Diagram 4. Voter turnout based on membership in EMU 

 

Diagram 4 shows mean voter turnout based on membership in the European Monetary 

Union. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis divides the bars into 

two clusters where the left cluster represents members of the EMU and the right cluster 
represents non-members of the EMU. In both clusters the left bar (blue) represents voter 

turnout in the EP-election, and the right bar (green) represents voter turnout according to 

the EP/National-variable. 

Taking consideration to obligatory voting, we can see the same tendency in 

nations with non-obligatory voting (see Diagram 5). When looking at 

nations with obligatory voting, the result is more ambiguous (see Diagram 

6). This is because Cyprus is the only nation with obligatory voting that is 
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not a member of EMU. Cyprus has a higher turnout with 71.2% in the EP-

election, compared to the average of 67.1% among the members. Looking 

at the EP/National-variable, the members of EMU has a higher turnout with 

82.2%, compared with Cyprus 80.0%. 

Viewing Cyprus as an anomaly, we conclude that voter participation is 

affected by membership; and our hypothesis is confirmed. 

Diagram 5. Voter turnout based on membership in EMU, countries with non-

obligatory voting 

 

Diagram 5 shows mean voter turnout based on membership in the European Monetary 

Union among the countries with non-obligatory voting. The y-axis shows mean voter 

turnout in percent, and the x-axis divides the bars into two clusters where the left cluster 

represents members of the EMU and the right cluster represents non-members of the EMU. 

In both clusters the left bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, and the right 

bar (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Diagram 6. Voter turnout based on membership in EMU, countries with 

obligatory voting 

 

Diagram 6 shows mean voter turnout based on membership in the European Monetary 

Union among the countries with obligatory voting. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in 

percent, and the x-axis divides the bars into two clusters where the left cluster represents 

members of the EMU and the right cluster represents non-members of the EMU. In both 

clusters the left bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, and the right bar 
(green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Changing focus from the structure of society to the cultural part of social 

life, we start by looking at the number of transits to Brussels from the 

national political centres. 

As seen in Graph 6, the voter turnout fluctuates largely and the number of 

transits does not seem to have an effect on voter turnout. The total number 

of transits for each nation is listed in ascending order in Table 8. 

Graph 6. Voter turnout by number of transits per week to Brussels 

 

Graph 6 shows mean voter turnout based on number of transits per week to Brussels. The 

y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis measures the number of transits 

per week to Brussels. The solid bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, and 

the dotted bar (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 
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Table 8. Total number of tranists to Brussels per week 

Country 

Total number of transits 

to Brussels per week 

Cyprus 2 

Lithuania 4 

Malta 7 

Estonia 12 
Ireland 13 

Luxembourg 15 

Latvia 17 
Slovenia 19 

Poland 35 

Sweden 43 
Italy 48 

Portugal 51 

Finland 59 

Greece 63 
Czech Republic 65 

Denmark 68 

Hungary 84 
Spain 89 

Germany 105 

Austria 110 
France 132 

United Kingdom 171 

The Netherlands 173 

Table 8 lists the total number of transits to Brussels 

per week from the different nations. The list is sorted 
in ascending order based on number of transits. 

Neither do we see an impact on voter turnout when dividing the total 

number of transits into the number of transits by airplane and train 

respectively (see Graph 7 and Graph 8). Thus our hypothesis that an 

increased number of transits would increase the voter participation might be 

incorrect. As a complement to the graphs we have two tables showing the 

number of transits per nation by airplane and train respectively in Table 9 

and Table 10. 
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Graph 7. Voter turnout by number of transits by airplane to Brussels per week 

 

Graph 7 shows mean voter turnout based on number of airplane transits per week to 

Brussels. The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis measures the 

number of airplane transits per week to Brussels. The solid bar (blue) represents voter 

turnout in the EP-election, and the dotted bar (green) represents voter turnout according to 

the EP/National-variable. 
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Table 9. Number of tranists to Brussels per week by airplane 

Country Political centre 

City where 

airport is located 

Number of transits 

per week to 

Brussels 

Cyprus Nicosia Larmaca 2 

Lithuania Vilnius Vilnius 4 

Malta Valletta Valletta 7 
Estonia Tallinn Tallinn 12 

Ireland Dublin Dublin 13 

Latvia Riga Riga 17 
France Paris Paris 18 

Slovenia Ljubljana Ljubljana 19 

Poland Warsaw Warsaw 35 
Sweden Stockholm Stockholm 43 

Italy Rome Rome 48 

Portugal Lisbon Lisbon 51 

Finland Helsinki Helsinki 59 
The Netherlands The Hague Amsterdam 62 

Greece Athens Athens 63 

Czech Republic Prague Prague 65 
Denmark Copenhagen Copenhagen 68 

Germany Berlin Berlin 70 

Hungary Budapest Budapest 84 
Spain Madrid Madrid 89 

United Kingdom London London 105 

Austria Vienna Vienna 110 

Table 9 lists the nations‟ number of transits to Brussels by airplane. The list is sorted 

ascending according to the number of transits per week. The list also includes the nations‟ 
political centre and the city in which the airport is located. 

Table 10. Number of transits to Brussels per week by train 

Country Political centre 

Number of transits 

per week to Brussels 

Luxembourg Luxembourg 15 
Germany Berlin 35 

United Kingdom London 66 

The Netherlands The Hague 111 
France Paris 114 

Table 10 lists the nation‟s number of transits to Brussels by train. 

The list is sorted ascending according to the number of transits per 

week. The list also includes the nations‟ political centre. 
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Graph 8. Voter turnout by number of transits by train to Brussels per week 

 

Graph 8 shows mean voter turnout based on number of train transits per week to Brussels. 

The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis measures the number of 

train transits per week to Brussels. The solid bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-

election, and the dotted bar (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-

variable. 

Since measuring the number of transits lack the ability to reflect the 

importance time-factor, we used the additional measurement which also 

reflects cultural periphery; looking at the impact of travel time on voter 

turnout. Looking at travel time for airplanes and trains respectively, we 

expected the voter turnout to be higher in countries with shorter travel time. 

When looking at the mean travel time for airplanes, we are unable to see the 

travel time having an impact on voter turnout, as Graph 9 illustrates. Nor 

does the voter turnout seem to be effected by mean travel time for trains, as 

illustrated by Graph 10. Therefore we conclude that our hypothesis has 

turned out to be incorrect; travel time does not have an impact on voter 

turnout. Thus, nor is the cultural exchange is affected by travel time. The 

graphs are complemented by two tables listing the mean travel time for 

airplanes and trains respectively, see Table 11 and Table 12. 
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Graph 9. Voter turnout by airplane travel time to Brussels 

 

Graph 9 shows mean voter turnout based on the mean travel time by airplane to Brussels. 

The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis measures the mean travel 
time by airplane to Brussels. The solid bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-

election, and the dotted bar (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-

variable. 
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Table 11. Mean travel time to Brussels by airplane 

Country Political centre 

City where 

airport is located 

Mean travel time to 

Brussels (minutes) 

The Netherlands The Hague Amsterdam 46 

France Paris Paris 60 

United Kingdom London London 70 

Italy Rome Rome 77 
Czech Republic Prague Prague 77 

Germany Berlin Berlin 84 

Denmark Copenhagen Copenhagen 95 
Ireland Dublin Dublin 100 

Austria Vienna Vienna 110 

Slovenia Ljubljana Ljubljana 122 
Hungary Budapest Budapest 122 

Poland Warsaw Warsaw 128 

Spain Madrid Madrid 137 

Latvia Riga Riga 146 
Sweden Stockholm Stockholm 146 

Estonia Tallinn Tallinn 160 

Lithuania Vilnius Vilnius 165 
Portugal Lisbon Lisbon 165 

Finland Helsinki Helsinki 165 

Malta Valletta Valletta 175 
Greece Athens Athens 209 

Cyprus Nicosia Larmaca 210 

Table 11 lists the mean travel time from the nations to Brussels by airplane. The list is 

sorted in ascending order according to the mean travel time. The list also includes the 

political centre and the city where the airport is located. 

Table 12. Mean travel time to Brussels by train 

Country Political centre 

Mean travel time to 

Brussels (in minutes) 

France Paris 82 

United Kingdom London 116 
The Netherlands The Hague 129 

Luxembourg Luxembourg 187 

Germany Berlin 435 

Table 12 lists the mean travel time from the nations to Brussels by 

train. The list is sorted in ascending order according to the mean 

travel time. The list also includes the political centre. 
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Graph 10. Voter turnout by train travel time to Brussels 

 

Graph 10 shows mean voter turnout based on the mean travel time by train to Brussels. 

The y-axis shows mean voter turnout in percent, and the x-axis measures the mean travel 

time by train to Brussels. The solid bar (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-election, 

and the dotted bar (green) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable. 

By using the results of our variables, we will determine if centre-periphery 

structures exist in the European Union, and if they do; determine in which 

sectors of social life they exist. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis started with our curiosity of why the voter turnout in the 

European Parliament Election has decreased since the first election in 1979. 

Existing research and theories classify the election as a second-order 

election, thus giving an explanation as to why the voter turnout is lower in 

the EP-election than in national first-order elections. Though the second-

order theory states that the second-order elections are “less important” than 

first-order elections, it lacks the explanation for why the EP-election seems 

to be a second-order election in varying degrees throughout the European 

Union. As we measured voter turnout with our EP/National-variable, we 

could see that the EP-election voter turnout is varying between 31.1% in 

Slovakia and 98.2% in Luxembourg; the second-order theory only states 

that voter turnout in second-order elections are lower than in first-order 

elections, it does not explain why the there is such a large difference in 

voter turnout between the nations. Thus we wanted to find an explanation 

as to why the European Parliament Election is a second-order election. 

We started our investigation by looking at the European Union in order to 

define what the European Union is. Our findings were that the European 

Union is closely linked with the federal type of constitution, and that 

distances play an important role in the vast territory that is the union. Based 

on these two findings, placing the role of distance in focus, we saw that 

there is a possibility that the union can be divided into two sections; the 

centre and the periphery. Based on the theories of Rokkan and Urwin, who 

sees distance as a significant factor of importance, we believed that centre-

periphery structures within the European Union could explain why the 

European Parliament Election is a second-order election. Thus we 

formulated our research question: 

Can centre-periphery structures explain why the European Parliament 

Election has been classified as a second-order election? 

In order for us to answer this question we had to start by determining if 

centre-periphery structures exist within the European Union. Based on 

Immanuel Wallerstein‟s definition centre-periphery structures, and with 
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Rokkan and Urwin‟s adaptation of the theory, we started to search for 

centre-periphery structures within the European Union. Using Rokkan and 

Urwin‟s two dimensions of periphery we started to determine which 

variables to use in our research. In the horizontal periphery, which 

measures distances, we chose to measure the distance between the national 

political centres and the European political centre. The vertical periphery, 

defined as a spatial archetype determined by people, we used Rokkan and 

Urwin‟s three domains of social life; economy, politics, and culture. 

In order for us to measure different variables in the domains of social life, 

we chose to use the voter turnout in the European Parliament Election as a 

measure of the member states‟ activity in the different domains. This is 

what we have found: 

In the economic area of social life we looked at membership in the 

European Monetary Union as it promotes economic transactions between 

its members. We found that voter turnout is higher in nations that are 

members of the EMU, and thus indicating a centre-periphery structure. We 

determine that a centre-periphery structure exists in the area of economic 

social life, where the members of the EMU make up the centre and the non-

EMU nations constitute the periphery. 

In the area of politics we looked at the politics and the politicians. 

Membership in EMU served as the variable for politics as the members 

share a political standpoint on the economy. The possibilities of using 

public transportation in order to travel to Brussels served as the variable for 

the politicians‟ ability to take part in the social life of European politics. In 

opposite to membership in the EMU, the possibilities for public 

transportation did not indicate the existence of a centre-periphery structure. 

Though these two results are contradictory, we have chosen to determine 

that there is a centre-periphery structure in the area of political social life on 

the same basis that in the economic area. This is because of how we 

selected the data used when measuring public transportation; we will get 

back to this after discussing the last area of social life. 
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In the area of culture we looked at membership in the European Monetary 

Union, the possibility to travel to Brussels and the time it takes, and the 

nations‟ type of constitution. Membership in EMU represents a shared 

European culture, as the members have the same notes and coins which 

they use on daily basis. The possibilities of using public transportation to 

travel to Brussels, and the time it takes to do so, is an indicator of the 

possibilities for a common European culture to evolve from the mixture of 

the different national ones. The nations‟ constitutional type tells us who 

shares a culture of multi-level government, which is the basis of the 

European Union and the European Parliament. As mentioned in the other 

two domains of social life, the EMU indicates that a centre-periphery 

structure exists. When it comes to the possibilities of travelling to Brussels, 

and the time it takes to do so, we have not been able to find any correlation 

suggesting that a centre-periphery structure exists. When looking at the 

nations‟ constitutional types, we found that Federal states have a higher 

voter turnout, thus indicating that a centre-periphery structure exist; where 

the centre consists of Federal states, and the periphery is made up of 

Unitarian states. Summarizing the three variables, we see that two of them 

indicate the existence of centre-periphery structures. Thus we determine 

that centre-periphery structures exist in the cultural social life of the 

European Union. 

As we now have determined that centre-periphery structures exist in all 

three domains of social life, though it is not crystal-clear in the political 

social life, we have come to the conclusion that centre-periphery structures 

exist in the European Union and that they affect the voter turnout in the 

European Parliament Election. Based on this we believe that the centre-

periphery structures within the European Union can explain why the 

European Parliament Election is a second-order election. 

In the section regarding political social life, we mentioned that we 

disregarded the result of the public transportation-variable. This is because 

we determine the result to be inconclusive due to our selection of the data 

material. Both timetables list departures for 2009. Thus the data regarding 

transits might not be a good reflection of the possibilities to travel that 
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existed in 2004. That the data also was inconclusive, as it did not contain 

information about all member states, could be a contributing factor for why 

we have not been able to see any correlations. 

We believe that our research is far from enough, and that it is necessary to 

conduct further research into the area of centre-periphery structures in the 

European Union. Via further research the centre-periphery structures can be 

mapped out in greater detail, and be used when trying to increase the voter 

turnout in the European Parliament Election. In future research we would 

like to see the following in the different domains of social life. 

In the domain of economic social life we are interested in looking at the 

infrastructure for transporting goods and the infrastructure for transferring 

money between the member states. This might reveal centre-periphery 

structures when it comes to the free movement of goods and currency; 

where the nations connected through a good European infrastructure make 

up the core. 

Research in both the domain of political and cultural social life should look 

at public transportation as an indicator of the possibilities for the national 

politicians to take part in the European political social life, and for the 

citizens to experience and share different cultures. The collection of data 

should be expanded to other types of public transportation, based on the 

geographical distance between the political centres, and it should also look 

at the transits between different member states and not just to the European 

political centre. 

We look at the future with anticipation; taking part of research in centre-

periphery structures and an increased voter turnout in the European 

Parliament Election. 
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Appendix 1 

Voter turnout in the member states 

The member states are sorted based on voter turnout in the European 

Parliament Election. The graph shows voter participation in the European 

Parliament Election, in the National Election, and the quota of EP-election 

divided by National election turnout. 

 

The Graph shows voter turnout in the different member states. The y-axis list the member 

states in descending order based on voter turnout in the EP-election. The x-axis is a scale 

of the voter turnout in percent. The solid line (blue) represents voter turnout in the EP-

election, the dash-dotted line (green) represents the voter turnout in the national election, 

and the dashed line (red) represents voter turnout according to the EP/National-variable.  
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